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Abstract

We newly developed a repair system which is needed to effectively remove inconsistencies in each data bank and mismatches among data banks over international computer networks. This paper describes search functions to be useful for effectively removing both inconsistencies and mismatches from the databases. These functions are implemented in a relational database management system, SYBASE.

1 Introduction

DDBJ is constructing the DNA database with its European and American counterparts through mutual exchange of data over international computer networks\textsuperscript{[1]}. The DNA database of each data bank includes a taxonomy database in a relational format. The taxonomy database is stored in a binary relation using Sybase or Oracle. Our final goal is to integrate taxonomy databases in the distributed computer environments. However, we have two problems to solve before achieving integration. The first one is that each database is inconsistent within itself. These inconsistencies include invalid pointers and names as well as redundant data. The inclusion of such inconsistencies will result in confusion with unification. The second problem is that the databases are inconsistent with each other. This means mismatches between any two databases which can be detected as different lineages between the same nodes.

2 Search Functions

Recursive join is a useful mechanism for analyzing inconsistencies in the taxonomy database. The taxonomy is logically represented by a tree structure and the tree structure is stored through binary relations with both child and parent columns. The search for a path from a given node to the root node is achieved by a recursive join. We implemented three local search functions\textsuperscript{[2]} for analyzing the causes of inconsistencies. The first one is a lineage search function for a path from a given node to the root node in the tree structure. The second one is a posterity search function for all paths from a given node to its leaf nodes. However, the number of nodes found by the processing is so large that the system cannot be visualized in any single window system at a single time. Thus we created this function to show only a given node and its child nodes. The third one is a homology search function for nodes at the same level as a given node. Moreover, we implemented a global search function to display the whole structure of any subtree. It includes a depth-first search mechanism\textsuperscript{[3]}. It is useful for checking whether revisions are successful in each other.
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3 Relationships between Taxonomy Database and Other Databases

A unified database is constructed by integrating the existing taxonomy databases. If we can achieve the construction of such a database, we can obtain the largest taxonomy database among the international DNA data banks. Such a database would be useful in comparing many research results, and investigating future research directions from existing research results. Moreover, it would be useful in connecting the taxonomy and other databases in the field of Genome research including such databases as Genome map, journal, image, DNA sequence, motif, protein 3-D, and phylogenetic tree databases. In particular, a unified taxonomy database would be useful in comparing relationships between phylogenetic trees inferred from molecular data and taxonomic trees constructed from morphological data.

4 Conclusions

To summarize, we developed a new system, YAYOI, with the intelligent interface for effectively repairing the DDBJ-taxonomy database. We introduced two types of error detecting procedure, local search and global search functions using recursive join. YAYOI has been used to repair the taxonomic tree since early autumn 1993. DDBJ-staff have repaired 30 percent of about 4,000 errors found by the two types of error detecting procedures.
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